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A B S T R A C T   

Fatigue performance of metal alloys is inseparably associated with heterogenous microstructure and existing 
microdefects. The coordinated effects of lamellar microstructure (LM) and microdefect on fatigue performance of 
bimodal Ti-6Al-4V is studied within the framework of CPFEM. We propose an intragrain weight integration 
approach able to account for intragranular accumulative deformation. Parametric accumulative difference in-
dicator (ADI) for stress is defined to relatively quantify the lamellar microstructural effect, overcoming the 
limitations of experimental procedures. The results demonstrate that the increase of β lath and synchronized 
refinement of LM appreciably improve lamellar microstructural effect. These attributes can be applied to the 
material design and manufacturing of advanced metal alloys.   

1. Introduction 

Microstructures of metal alloys have substantial impact on their 
mechanical properties such as fatigue performance [1,2], as reflected by 
the popularity of titanium alloys [3–5]. Generally, there are three 
categorized groups for titanium alloys, namely α, β and α-β alloys. 
Tailoring microstructures gives rise to a variety of titanium alloys with 
distinctive mechanical properties. Deliberate composition of different 
phases of α and β results in desirable titanium alloys. One of the most 
popular candidates is Ti-6Al-4V that comprises both hexagonal closed 
packed (HCP) α phase and body-centered cubic (BCC) β phases. Typical 
microstructures of Ti-6Al-4V are described as equiaxed, fully lamellar 
and bimodal [6]. These microstructures can be forged after different 
heating processes to achieve distinctive microstructural features. The 
noteworthy bimodal microstructure consists of equiaxed primary α 
grains and lamellar colonies with secondary α embedded as laths within 
β grains, providing superior fatigue crack resistance at different devel-
opmental stages. Nevertheless, the underlying mechanism of lamellar 
microstructural effect on the role of fatigue behaviors in bimodal Ti-6Al- 
4V is rather complex and challenging. 

Under fatigue loading, crack initiation is predominantly caused by 
slip irreversibility. Persistent slip bands (PSB) are formed due to the 
cyclic loading, in the shape of thin lamellae in localized grains. Constant 

cyclic loading results in accumulated plastic strain, further leading to 
the formation of small extrusions and protrusions caused by slip in-
compatibility with neighboring grains [7]. More intriguingly, accumu-
lated plastic strain in LM is heavily influenced by the colonies and 
exhibits disparate fatigue resistance performance at the stages of crack 
initiation and propagation [2]. Considering the inevitable defects such 
as micro-notches or non-metallic inclusions in metal alloys [8–13], they 
are rather sensitive to fatigue-related mechanical behaviors. Combina-
tion of LM and microdefects in bimodal Ti-6Al-4V poses a grave chal-
lenge to fatigue properties in materials and structures. 

Previous study [2] indicates that LM has relatively superior fatigue 
crack propagation resistance, while the primary α phase is considered to 
have better performance of fatigue crack initiation resistance. In this 
regard, bimodal Ti-6Al-4V can be tailored to have certain composition of 
primary α phase and LM, such that the optimal mechanical properties 
are obtained. Wu et al. [2] performed systematic evaluation of the fa-
tigue strength of Ti-6Al-4V with regard to its three distinctive micro-
structures of equiaxed, lamellar and bimodal, and concluded that fatigue 
strength increases in the order of equiaxed, lamellar and bimodal mi-
crostructures. However, it is also pointed out that even fatigue strength 
of bimodal microstructure is improved, further study is required for a 
final conclusion. Complexity and uncertainties of the challenge is also 
comprehensively elaborated in the experimental investigation on 
bimodal and fully lamellar structures by Nalla et al. [14]. The 
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experimental observation for standard bimodal microstructure is 
compared with a fully lamellar β-annealed microstructure in Ti-6Al-4V 
under the condition of high cycle fatigue (HCF). Conclusions for the 
microstructural difference is varied even over the change of loading 
conditions from pure mode I to mixed-mode loading. Conclusively, 
extensive literatures are primarily focused on the role of microstructure 
in influencing the fatigue behaviors of titanium alloys [15–18], with 
emphasis laid on the arrangement of α and β phases. Considerable effort 
has been noticeably devoted to highlighting the lamellar microstructural 
effect in bimodal titanium alloys. 

Recent experimental [17–26] and numerical [27–29] progress on 
titanium alloys with LM are comprehensively reported. The experi-
mental approach is able to capture the actual influence of LM on the 
mechanical properties of materials, thus is considered to be reliable for 
microstructural analysis [30]. For instance, Jadhav et al. [17] studied 
the HCF properties of bimodal Ti-6Al-4V, focusing on the effect of vol-
ume fraction of α and transformed β phases. It is indicated that fatigue 
crack initiation occurs in lamellar grains, these lamellar grains are 
considered to be softer than α grains due to alloy partitioning effect. It is 
noteworthy in [21] that influence of microstructure on fatigue crack 
growth (FCG) behavior of Ti-6Al-3Nb-2Zr-1Mo alloy is studied. Bimodal 
microstructure and fully LM are respectively investigated for low cycle 
fatigue behaviors. It is found that the FCG rate of LM is slower than that 
of bimodal structure. Interpretations on this are proposed by researchers 
[31], that size of α colony can be regarded as the effective microstruc-
tural factor that affects FCG rate. The above results are focused on the 
stages of fatigue crack initiation and growth, respectively, for varied 
bimodal titanium alloys. Other mechanical properties such as impact 
toughness of TC21 alloy with various microstructures is studied in [23], 
it is experimentally concluded that thick lamellar structure existing in 
bimodal or fully lamellar structures results in large plastic deformation, 
and promote crack initiation energy. Up to now, there are extensive 
experimental researches concerning lamellar microstructural effect in 
bimodal titanium alloys, which is diversely reflected by the aforemen-
tioned literatures in terms of HCF/LCF and impact loading conditions. 

Despite the fact that experimental results are direct manifestation of 
mechanical properties of materials, uncertainties and cost through the 
exhaustive experimental process cannot be neglected. In contrast, 

numerically quantifying microstructural attributes tends to be a prom-
ising alternative strategy to lower experimental cost and to tailor 
desirable microstructure [32–35]. Numerical investigations into LM are 
primarily carried out within the framework of crystal plasticity finite 
element method (CPFEM). Through CPFEM, explicitly acquired is the 
accumulated plastic strain at grain scale, and the micromechanical 
response of representative volume element (RVE) is achieved at meso-
scale, providing reference for the efficient design of tailor-made mate-
rials at macroscale [36–43]. Although CPFEM is a microstructure- 
sensitive physics-based tool that is commonly applied to model plas-
ticity and fatigue damage in polycrystalline materials, numerical 
research on LM in bimodal titanium alloys is rather surprising. To name 
a few, Zhang et al. [27] studied the microstructural effect on HCF 
properties of bimodal titanium alloys, through the combined CPFE 
simulation and extreme value statistics. It is noticed that duplex 
microstructure models with LM is studied, a lamellae width is adopted as 
one of the microstructural features. Strain localization complicated by 
LM during primary hot working of TA15 is addressed in [28], within the 
numerical framework of a two-scale crystal plasticity model. Mechanism 
of strain localization is revealed particularly for LM. It is noteworthy a 
crystal plasticity model is formulated for creep in titanium alloys with 
fully LM in [43], and can be further applied to a variety of crystalline 
materials with LM under creep loading. Functionally graded bimodal Ti- 
6Al-4V with LM are studied through CPFEM in [44], emphasizing the 
influence of lath thickness from microstructural viewpoint. It shall be 
pointed out that the microdefect and fatigue loading are not considered 
in the CPFE modelling on functionally graded bimodal Ti-6Al-4V. 
Thermal interface grooving and anisotropic deformation of titanium 
alloy with lamellar colony is also discussed within a modified CPFEM 
framework in [45]. Though considerable efforts are being devoted to the 
influence of microdefect on fatigue behaviors in metal alloys, such as 
varied microdefects in 316L stainless steel [46], notched specimen for 
aluminum alloy 7075 [47], inclusions in nickel-based superalloys [48], 
notches in Ti-6Al-4V [49]. Even more elaborated is the effect of defect 
size and shape on HCF behavior of 316L austenitic steel in [50]. Ex-
periments on microdefect effect in metal alloys are also commonly 
practiced [51,52]. Nevertheless, to the best of the authors knowledge, 
the coordinated role of microdefect in bimodal Ti-6Al-4V with LM has 

Nomenclature 

F total deformation gradient 
Fe elastic deformation gradient 
Fp plastic deformation gradient 
Lp plastic velocity gradient 
γ̇α plastic slip rate on the αth slip system 
sα slip direction vector of the αth slip system in current 

configuration 
mα slip normal plane vector of the αth slip system in current 

configuration 
sα
0 slip direction vector of the αth slip system in reference 

configuration 
mα

0 slip normal plane vector of the αth slip system in reference 
configuration 

τα resolved shear stress on the αth slip system 
gα critical shear stress 
n strain rate sensitive exponent 
ȧ reference shear strain rate 
σ Cauchy stress tensor 
hαβ hardening modulus matrix 
h0 initial hardening modulus 
τ0 yield shear stress 
τs saturated flow stress 

qαβ hardening constant 
γ cumulative shear strain 
ψ weight function 
m constant in weight function 
k linear slope in weight function 
r float variable 
ħ updated weight function 
R value along the intragranular path 
R weighted cumulative integration for designated grain 
δ accumulative difference indicator 

Abbreviations 
ADI Accumulative difference indicator 
BCC Body-centered cubic 
BOR Burgers orientation relationship 
CPFEM Crystal plasticity finite element method 
FCG Fatigue crack growth 
HCF High-cycle fatigue 
HCP Hexagonal closed packed 
LM Lamellar microstructure 
PSB Persistent slip bands 
RVE Representative volume element 
VT Voronoi tessellation  
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not been brought into proper focus. 
The main goal of the present work is to investigate lamellar micro-

structural effect on the fatigue performance of bimodal Ti-6Al-4V with 
designated microdefect, within the framework of CPFEM [53], aiming to 
propose a weighted accumulative deformation within individual grains 
and relatively quantify the LM effect on fatigue properties of bimodal 
titanium alloys. Influence of microdefect size and lamellae width on 
fatigue performance of the bimodal Ti-6Al-4V is particularly addressed. 
We start Section 2 with the methodology consisting of RVE modelling 
and the proposed concept of weighted accumulative deformation, fol-
lowed by detailed results and discussions in Section 3. Concluding re-
marks are summarized in Section 4. 

2. Methodology 

2.1. Crystal plasticity constitutive formulations for Ti-6Al-4V modelling 

Herein we adopt a classic crystal plasticity constitutive equation [54] 
to describe the total deformation consisting of both elastic and plastic 
deformation. The total deformation gradient F is presented as: 

F = Fe • Fp (1) 

Here Fe is the elastic deformation gradient and it is related to the 
elastic distortion of lattice, Fp is the plastic deformation gradient 
denoting the plastic shear of crystalline material. Plastic deformation 
caused by the crystalline slip is related to dislocation motion. Lp is taken 
as the plastic velocity gradient corresponding to the plastic slip rate γ̇α on 
the αth slip system. 

Lp = Ḟp(Fp)
− 1

=
∑

α
γ̇αsα

0 ⊗ mα
0 (2) 

It is noted here that unit vectors sα
0 and mα

0 are, respectively, the slip 
direction and slip plane normal direction for the αth slip system in 

reference configuration. γ̇α is the plastic shear rate as follows [55]: 

γ̇α = ȧ
(

τα

gα

)⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒
τα

gα

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

n− 1

(3)  

It is noted that ȧ is the reference shear strain rate, gα is the critical shear 
stress indicating strength of the αth slip system, n is the strain rate sen-
sitive exponent. τα is taken as the resolved shear stress on the αth slip 
system, it is related to the deformation and Cauchy stress tensor σ as 
follows: 

τα = σ : (sα ⊗ mα) (4)  

It is noted that unit vectors sα and mα are, respectively, the slip direction 
and slip plane normal direction for the αth slip system in current 
configuration. Slip direction and slip plane normal direction for the αth 
slip system in reference and current configurations are connected 
through the following expression: 
{

sα = Fe•sα
0

mα = mα
0•F− 1

e
(5) 

The critical shear stress gα is related to all the active slip systems. 
Strain hardening law is described as [56]: 

ġα =
∑

β
hαβγ̇β (6)  

Here hαβ is the matrix of slip hardening modulus, the subscripts α and β 
are the indices of slip system. If α = β, hαβ turns into hαα that is the part of 
self-hardening, while hαβ(α ∕= β) denotes the part of latent hardening. 
Therefore, hαβ is expressed as: 

Fig. 1. RVEs for Ti-6Al-4V with elliptical notches: (a) RVE model with boundary condition at the bottom, as well as applied cyclic load at the upper boundary; (b) 
Case 1 grain with LM distribution on the left edge of elliptical notches (c) Case 2 grain without LM distribution on the left edge of elliptical notches (d) Case 3 Similar 
to Case 2 but with different general LM distribution. 
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⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

hαα = h0sech2
(

h0γ
τ0 − τs

)

hαβ = qαβhββ(α ∕= β)
(7) 

Note h0 is the initial hardening modulus, qαβ is the hardening 

constant, τ0 is the yield shear stress that equals the initial value of gα, τs is 
the saturated flow stress controlling the limit of gα. The sum cumulative 
slip on all slip systems is denoted as γ expressed as follows: 

Table 1 
CPFEM modeling parameters for Ti-6Al-4V [27,37,40].  

Parameter γ̇0 n τ0/MPa τs/MPa h0/MPa C11 /MPa C12 /MPa C44 /MPa C13 /MPa C33 /MPa 

α(HCP) 0.001 15 Basal 420 462 631.2 162,400 92,000 49,700 69,000 180,700 
Prismatic 370 407 436.2 
Pyramidal 490 539 436.2 

β(BCC) 0.001 15 333 366 100 135,000 113,000 54,900 – –  

Fig. 2. Strain distribution for three cases (a) Contour plot; (b) Strain distribution along circular path length AB; (c) Strain distribution along intragranular path 
length CD. 
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γ =
∑

α

∫ t

0

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒γ̇α

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒dt (8) 

It shall be emphasized that the crystal plasticity formulations above 
is implemented in ABAQUS/Standard finite element software as a user 
material subroutine (UMAT) [53]. The CPFEM framework has been 
proved to be an effective approach for modeling local response of single 
or polycrystals at microstructural scale. We further modified it to 
accommodate bimodal titanium alloys. 

2.2. RVE modelling of bimodal Ti-6Al-4V with LM 

Bimodal Ti-6Al-4V polycrystalline models with lamellar micro-
structural features are established through Voronoi tessellation (VT) 
technique, providing designated representative volume element (RVE) 
samples. Frist, Random seeds are adopted to generate Voronoi poly-
hedral. Grain homogenization is further performed in order to avoid 
short edges and sharp corners. One single RVE is 200 μm*200 μm in 
dimension and consists of 225 grains with average grain size of 15 μm. 
There is an elliptical notch prefabricated in the center of RVE, with the 
dimension of 2a and 2b, refer to Fig. 1. In order to quantitatively 
investigate the lamellar microstructural effects, the volume fraction of α 

phase is set to be 66% and the volume fraction of LM remains to be 34%. 
It shall be noticed that the orientation between the α and β phases in LM 
follows a Burgers orientation relationship (BOR) as reported in [58]. 
Note the LM in bimodal Ti-6Al-4V is explicitly established within single 
grain. The thickness of α lath and β lath in the colony is adopted as 2 μm 
and 0.5 μm, respectively, based on published investigations [37]. 

It shall be emphasized here that our goal is to relatively quantify the 
lamellar microstructural effect on the fatigue performance of bimodal 

(a)

Fig. 3. Intragrain weight integration approach; (a) Designated LM grain 
neighboring microdefect; (b) Enlarged view of grain with LM; (c) Proposed 
weight function. 
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Fig. 4. Intragranular stress distribution for mesh sizes of 0.5 μm, 0.25 μm, and 
0.1 μm; (a) Case 1 grain with LM; (b) Case 2 grain without LM; (c) Case 3 grain 
without LM. 
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Ti-6Al-4V. Thus, it is understandable to focus on the neighboring area of 
elliptical notches where crack initiation most likely emerges. Tailoring 
the distribution of LM is challenging for experimental procedure but 
feasible in numerical modelling. In this regard, three typical samples of 
different LM distributions are designated, as graphically displayed in 
Fig. 1. Fig. 1(a) displays the complete RVE model with the boundary 
condition and applied load. It shall be noted that the corner node at the 
left of boundary is constrained in the direction of both X and Y in order 
to constrain movement, and other nodes along the bottom boundary are 
fixed in the Y direction, as depicted in Fig. 1(a). Cyclic sinusoidal loading 
for fatigue is uniformly applied at the upper boundary, with the 

maximum tensile stress of 800 MPa and stress ratio R of 0, refer to Fig. 1 
(a). Considering computational cost, 10 cycles of loading is carried out. 

Basically, the difference among the three specific RVEs is the 
designated LM distribution. In Fig. 1(b), one grain with LM is designated 
at the left edge of elliptical notch, as enclosed in red line, while no LM 
appears on the right edge of the elliptical notch. In Fig. 1(c) and 1(d), no 
LM is designated on the left edge, while the overall spatial distribution of 
LM is randomly varied in the RVE model. The purpose of tailoring LM 
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Fig. 6. R for intragranular strain/stress/cumulative plastic slip; (a) R for strain; 
(b) R for stress; (c) R for cumulative plastic slip. 
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distribution is to highlight the coordinated lamellar microstructural ef-
fect around microdefect such as the elliptical notch in the present work. 

Determination of CPFEM modelling parameters for bimodal Ti-6Al- 
4V significantly affects the numerical results. Modelling parameters 
have been validated in [27,37]. Moreover, we have verified parameters 
related to β phase from [40,58]. They are tabulated in Table 1. In RVE 
modeling, microstructural features such as average grain size and α and 
β phase proportion are based upon corresponding experiments and 

statistics [27,49,58]. 

2.3. Intragrain weight integration approach 

In bimodal Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloys, through the process of fatigue, 
cyclic loading results in localized strain in the form of slip bands. PSBs 
indicate localization of plastic deformation, slip and dislocations, 

Fig. 7. Strain distribution along intragranular path (a) Case 1 with different 
aspect ratios; (b) Cases 2 with different aspect ratios; (c) Cases 3 with different 
aspect ratios. 

Fig. 8. Stress distribution along intragranular path (a) Case 1 with different 
aspect ratios; (b) Cases 2 with different aspect ratios; (c) Cases 3 with different 
aspect ratios. 
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further leads to crack initiation [57]. PSBs can be found in primary α 
phase or LM. Preferred site for crack initiation is usually the interface 
between PSB and matrix. More specifically, crack nucleation can be 
either found in LM, primary α phase or the interface between primary α 
phase and lamellar matrix. Herein, we are mainly focused on the LM. 

The first step is to identify critical location around the elliptical 
notch. Strain contour for the three cases are displayed in Fig. 2(a). Se-
vere strain is observed in grains neighboring notch edge, with or without 
LM. Circular strain distribution after 10 cycles along the notch edge from 
A to B is presented in Fig. 2(b). Not surprisingly, peak of strain occurs 
near the left end of elliptical notch. This is described as critical location 
herein. Obvious oscillation of curve for Case I is observed for lamellar 
microstructural effect. If we focus on the single grain in critical location, 
Fig. 2(c) further illustrates the strain distribution along the intragranular 
path length from C to D. It is clearly observed these curves start at 
highest point from the left, decreasing gradually along intragranular 
path length. However, it is noticed that oscillations of curve for Case 1 
with LM appear in the middle range, which is different from Case 2 and 
Case 3 for grains without LM. 

In order to quantify the lamellar microstructural effect at critical 
location, an intragrain weight integration approach is proposed here to 
account for the effect of accumulated deformation within single grain. 
Considering the PSBs that contribute to crack initiation within grains, 
the main purpose of the intragrain weight integration approach is to 

stand out the accumulated deformation in single grain, and to study how 
it further affects the following fatigue crack initiation. 

It shall be kept in mind that our endeavor is to focus on the lamellar 
microstructural effect on fatigue performance of bimodal Ti-6Al-4V ti-
tanium alloys with microdefect. As a case in point, one single grain at 
critical location neighboring microdefect is designated and LM distri-
bution is tailored, as depicted in Fig. 3(a). 

The intragranular path CD, as outlined in Fig. 3(b), is defined as grain 
length along the long axis of elliptical notch. In order to accommodate 
the abrupt deformation of one specific point within single grain, we 
consider the accumulated deformation as single value after integration 
along the intragranular path CD. Values of strain, stress and cumulative 
plastic slip along CD are extracted independently after unloading. Sub-
sequently, a weight function ψ(x) is tentatively proposed to reflect the 
contribution of various intragranular areas. Weighted value for the 
middle region ranging from 0.25 l to 0.75l is set to be 1, while both ends 
of CD may adopt lower values of m with linear slope of k, refer to Fig. 3 
(c). The adjustment is to emphasize the contribution of middle region 
within grain. The formula is tentatively proposed as follows: 

ψ(x) =

⎧
⎨

⎩

m + kx, x ∈ (0, 0.25l)
1, x ∈ (0.25l, 0.75l)
m + k − kx, x ∈ (0.75l, l)

(8) 

A dimensionless parameter of float variable r is further defined such 
that the contribution of intragranular area can be correspondingly 
tailored, subsequently the updated weight function can be expressed as 
follows: 

ℏ(x) = ψ(x)+ r, r ∈ ( − 0.45, 0.5) (9) 

Thus, the intragrain weight integration on strain, stress and cumu-
lative plastic slip along the intragranular path is defined as: 

R =

∫

ħ(x)Rdx (10) 

ℜ is the individual values of strain/stress/cumulative plastic slip 
along the intragranular path. Denote R1 as the weighted cumulative 
integration for grain with LM, R0 as the weighted cumulative integration 
for grain without LM. Lamellar microstructural effect on the deforma-
tion thus is relatively quantified through the following equation: 

δ =
R1 − R0

R0
(11) 

Herein δ is the accumulative difference indicator (ADI) for strain/ 
stress/cumulative plastic slip that relatively quantifies the lamellar 
microstructural effect. R is the corresponding weighted cumulative 
integration for the designated grain. LM effect will be graphically 
elaborated in the following results. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Mesh sensitivity analysis 

Computational efficiency and accuracy shall be balanced in CPFEM 
modelling. We take gradient mesh strategy in the present work. Very 
fine mesh size is employed around the microdefect, while relatively 
coarse mesh size is adopted afar. Considering LM is particularly focused 
here, we employ the three cases displayed in Fig. 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d) to 
perform mesh sensitivity analysis. Case 1 is focused on grain with LM 
distribution on the left edge of notch, while Cases 2 and 3 present grains 
without LM distribution in the critical location. Mesh sizes employed in 
critical location are 0.5 μm, 0.25 μm, and 0.1 μm. Stress values along the 
intragranular path are extracted and further presented in Fig. 4. 

Displayed in Fig. 4(a) is the stress distribution along intragranular 
path for Case 1. Numerical results are fairly close when mesh sizes of 
0.25 μm, and 0.1 μm are adopted. It is not surprising to notice that the 
curve for 0.5 μm deviates distinctly compared to the other two curves, 

Fig. 9. Lamellar microstructural effect; (a) Intragrain weight integration for 
stress; (b) ADI for stress. 
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since relatively finer mesh size is necessitated in the modelling of 
lamellae consisting of secondary α and β laths. This is further evidenced 
by the three similar curves with the same three sets of mesh sizes, pre-
sented in Fig. 4(b) and 4(c) for Case 2 and Case 3. These numerical 
values extracted from grains without LM are less sensitive to mesh size, 
compared to Case 1 with LM. 

Considering computational efficiency and accuracy, mesh size of 
0.25 μm is adopted to perform the following CPFEM modelling. 

3.2. Intragrain weight integration analysis 

Based on mesh sensitivity analysis, mesh size of 0.25 μm is employed. 
After the cyclic loading, values of strain/stress/cumulative plastic slip 
are extracted along intragranular path and presented in Fig. 5. Trend of 
curves for strain/stress/cumulative plastic slip are generally consistent, 
decreasing monotonically from notch edge to afar. It is noticeable in 
Fig. 5(a) that curve of strain distribution in grain with LM oscillates 
appreciably in the middle range. Similar phenomenon can also be 
observed in Fig. 5(b) and 5(c), but in slightly different fashion. Both 
secondary α phase and β phase in lamellae are alternatively arranged, 
which is reflected through the high strain and relatively low stress for α 
phase, compared to the low strain and high stress for β phase. The 
oscillating curve falls exactly within the β phase range as depicted in 
Fig. 3(b). These numerical results are consistent with the existing find-
ings in reference [44,58]. In a general sense, strain/stress redistribution 
along the intragranular path takes place in Case 1, compared to the 
smooth curves for Case 2 and Case 3. Oscillating curves of stress/strain 
occurs at middle range as well as the notch edge, as also experimentally 
evidenced in reference [21], that redistribution of intragranular strain in 
LM could possibly lead to the improvement of fatigue performance. This 
is interpreted as the increase of effective microstructural size in lamellae 
which further affects the early stage of fatigue crack initiation and 
propagation. 

By combining Eqs. (8)-(10), intragrain weight integration on strain/ 
stress/cumulative plastic slip along the intragranular path are carried 
out to achieve accumulated strain/stress/ cumulative plastic slip. 
Weighted cumulative integration R on strain/stress/cumulative plastic 
slip for designated grain are generated by use of Eq. (10), refer to Fig. 6. 
Note that the empirical parameters m and k are taken as 0.5 and 2, 
respectively. This is a trial and error process to highlight the 

contribution along the intragranular path. Schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 6 are the weighted cumulative integration R for strain/stress/cu-
mulative plastic slip. Float variable r ranges from − 0.45 to 0.5, indi-
cating the varying contribution of different intragranular areas. 

R for stress and strain are linearly increasing over the range of float 
variable. Difference between grain with LM (Case 1) and grains without 
LM (Cases 2 and 3) are gradually expanding, while the two curves for 
grains without LM are slightly different. Lamellar microstructural effect 
is relatively more influential compared to the factor of neighboring 
grains, which is distinctly indicated by the disparate curves of R for 
stress and strain. 

It is also noticed in Fig. 6(c) that weighted cumulative integration on 
cumulative plastic slip differentiating Case 1 from Case 2 and Case 3 is 
less appreciable. Three curves are mostly overlapped. Thus, in what 
follows, we take weighted cumulative integration on strain and stress to 
quantify the lamellar microstructural effect in a variety of designed 
cases. 

3.3. Microdefect size effect 

Microdefect size has significant influence on the deformation around 
defect edges [50]. With the increase of length/height ratio, the elliptical 
notch could evolve indefinitely into an ideal line crack. In this section, 
we are focused on the three cases depicted in Fig. 1(b), 1(c) and 1(d). 4 
sets of elliptical notches are defined, with the size of (2a, 2b) assigned to 
be (30 μm, 25 μm), (30 μm, 20 μm), (30 μm, 15 μm) and (30 μm, 12.5 
μm), respectively. Notch is tailored to be increasingly sharper such that 
the coordinated effect of microdefect and LM is studied. 

Strain distribution along the intragranular path is graphically dis-
played in Fig. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c), corresponding to Cases 1, 2 and 3, 
respectively. For the grain with LM distribution, curves oscillate 
appreciably at middle range due to lamellar microstructural effect. With 
the decrease of height, the elliptical notch becomes sharper. Thus, not 
surprisingly, strain deformation at notch edge increases noticeably. 
Strain concentration is more prominent for (30 μm, 12.5 μm), curve 
oscillates less compared to the other three sets of elliptical notches. It 
seems that positive lamellar microstructural effect on intragranular 
grain distribution is reducing for relatively sharper elliptical notch. 
Similar trend can be seen in Fig. 7(b) and 7(c), though the oscillating 
range induced by LM in Case 1 is missing. However, compared to Cases 2 

Fig. 10. Contour plot for lamellae with various combination of α phase and β phase lath thickness.  
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and 3, under the influence of LM, strain deformation at notch edge in 
Case 1 is visibly quantitatively alleviated. 

Subsequently, stress distribution along the intragranular path for 
Cases 1, 2 and 3 is illustrated with different length/height ratios, refer to 
Fig. 8. Similar to strain distribution, prominent stress concentration is 
observed at the edge of elliptical notch. Curve oscillation caused by LM 
is captured in Case 1, refer to Fig. 8(a). 

Overall, curve trend of intragranular stress distribution is consistent 
with that in Fig. 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c). Lamellar microstructural effect in 
Case 1 is indicated through curve oscillation. However, quantifying the 
effect of LM is yet to be elaborated. 

Intragrain weight integration on stress is carried out for Case 1 grain 
with LM. Graphically displayed in Fig. 9 is the presentation of lamellar 
microstructural effect via intragrain weight integration and ADI anal-
ysis. With the increase of float variable r, curves of intragrain weight 
integration on stress tend to be monotonically increasing. Disparities 
among the curves are appreciable, refer to Fig. 9(a). Variation of 
lamellar microstructural effect over the variation of notch size is clearly 
differentiated. Furthermore, we introduce the ADI defined for stress to 
quantify the lamellar microstructural effect. Difference of ADI curves 
between (30 μm, 25 μm) and (30 μm, 12.5 μm) tend to be disparately 
enlarged. With the increase of float variable r, the four sets of ADI values 
tend to be constantly stable. Based on the definition of ADI, notch with 
the length/height (30 μm, 12.5 μm) so far has the most prominent 
lamellar microstructural effect. The positive role of LM in materials and 

components with inevitable sharp defects cannot be overemphasized. 
Tailoring LM distribution around notch significantly affects the fatigue 
performance of materials and critical components. 

3.4. Lamellae width effect 

Lamellae consists of secondary α phase, as well as β phase. In pre-
vious sections, both α phase and β phase play significant role in intra-
granular deformation. In this section, lamellae width effect is studied in 
conjunction with the approach of quantifying the effect of LM. Based on 
collected statistical data [27,37], we assume the mean thickness of α lath 
to be 2 μm, the mean thickness of β lath to be 0.5 μm, denoted as (2 μm, 
0.5 μm). Variation of lamellae width leads to 5 sets of combination, (2 
μm, 0.5 μm), (2 μm, 1 μm), (2 μm, 2 μm), (1 μm, 1 μm) and (0.5 μm, 0.5 
μm), sequenced by the increase of β lath thickness, as well as the syn-
chronized refinement of both secondary α lath and β lath thickness. 

Contour plots of stress distribution for the lamellae are graphically 
presented in Fig. 10. The overall appearance of contour plots displays 
fairly similar pattern of stress distribution, but visually varies in details. 
Within the designated grain, stress distribution varies noticeably. More 
surprisingly, increase of β lath thickness within the designated grain 
even further affect the stress distribution afar. The synchronized 
refinement of both α and β lath thickness also delicately transforms the 
general contour plot of stress distribution. We further present the sta-
tistical stress distribution in RVEs, for various combination of α and β 

Fig. 11. Statistical stress distribution in RVEs for different combination of α 
and β lath thickness; (a) Increase of β lath thickness; (b) Synchronized refine-
ment of both α and β lath thickness. 

Fig. 12. Stress distribution along intragranular path (a) Case 1 with the in-
crease of β lath thickness; (b) Case 1 with the synchronized refinement of α and 
β lath thickness. 
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lath thickness, refer to Fig. 11. The high relative frequency corre-
sponding to low level of stress approximately 25 MPa stands out in Fig. 1 
(a), indicating the stress redistribution over the refinement of β lath 
thickness. Similar pattern of stress redistribution is also observed in the 
synchronized refinement of α and β lath thickness. 

Conclusively, lamellar microstructural effect can be appreciably 
enhanced through the synchronized refinement of lamellae width, on 
the basis of contour plots in Fig. 10, as well as the statistical stress dis-
tribution in Fig. 11(b). 

Curves generated from the variation of secondary α and β lath 
thickness in lamellae are displayed in Fig. 12. Lamellar microstructural 
effect on the fatigue behaviors is reflected through the curve oscillation 
that is not captured in grain without lamellae. With the increase of β lath 
thickness, Curve of intragranular stress distribution oscillate in an 
appreciable fashion, while stress at notch edge does not vary in a 
sequenced order. However, synchronized refinement of α and β lath 
thickness display distinct stress drop at notch edge, and oscillate 
appreciably through the curve range. Notice the combination of (0.5 μm, 
0.5 μm) represent finer thickness of both α and β laths, and demonstrate 
the relatively ideal intragranular stress distribution, compared to the 
other two sets. We further perform ADI analysis on quantifying lamellar 
microstructural effect, refer to Fig. 13. 

ADI analysis offers a straightforward yet distinct perspective on 
lamellar microstructural effect. Level of ADI for stress in Fig. 13(a) are 
disparate, over the variation of β lath thickness. The highest level of 

lamellar microstructural effect is observed for the β lath thickness of 2 
μm. For the combination of (2 μm, 2 μm), due to the lower stiffness in α 
phase, β phase is expected to undertake more relatively high stress, as 
evidenced by the blue curve displayed in Fig. 11(a). Synchronized 
refinement of α and β lath thickness turns out to be monotonically 
increasing the level of ADI defined for stress, interpreted as the more 
prominent lamellar microstructural effect. Similar findings in [44] 
suggest that the refinement of αs lath thickness plays a positive role of 
improving fatigue performance of Ti-6Al-4V. It is also concluded in [27] 
that thinner lamellae width results in the lowest probability of fatigue 
crack formation for Ti-6Al-4V. These experimental and numerical results 
are a qualitative testament to the effectiveness and credibility of our 
proposed approach. 

4. Concluding remarks 

Within the framework of CPFEM, the present work has brought co-
ordinated microdefect and neighboring lamellar microstructural effects 
on fatigue performance of bimodal Ti-6Al-4V to in-depth investigation. 
Numerically tailoring LM distribution around microdefect is made 
feasible, avoiding the difficulties and challenges experimental procedure 
is short of. We propose an intragrain weight integration approach to 
account for the intragranular deformation, to highlight the contribution 
of various intragranular areas. The defined ADI for stress is able to 
relatively quantify lamellar microstructural effect. Mesh sensitivity 
analysis, intragrain weight integration approach, microdefect size effect, 
as well as lamellae width effect, are systematically investigated. Main 
findings are summarized as follows: 

The defined ADI for stress, as well as intragrain weight integration 
approach, effectively quantifies lamellar microstructural effect, and is 
able to differentiate lamellar structure from nonlamellar structures 
under fatigue. 

With the increase of length/height ratio, stress/strain concentration 
effects intensify at notch edge. However, values of ADI that reflects 
lamellar microstructural effect is appreciably improved. Fatigue per-
formance of defected bimodal titanium alloys shall be closely associated 
with lamellar structures. 

Decrease of secondary αs lath thickness, as well as increase of β lath 
thickness, results in the improvement of lamellar microstructural effect. 
Synchronized refinement of LM also improves the level of lamellar 
microstructural effect. 

Last but not least, at this stage, we are primarily focused on the 
designated grain with LM at critical location. Under fatigue loading, 
interaction between designated grain and neighboring grains is more 
complex and challenging. The proposed intragrain weight integration 
approach, as well as defined ADI, offers a unique perspective on quan-
tifying lamellar microstructural effect, yet remain to be further 
completed in the forthcoming work. 
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